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Thank you for considering live music for your wedding!  

LCQ provides cheerful, melodic charm at wedding ceremonies and receptions that is unmatched by 

some of our string counterparts. Whether you are thinking of keeping it totally classical, wanting to throw 

in that favorite song from the first night you met, or film themes that make you think of love or happiness, 

we will make it happen! Give us a listen - and feel free to send a message so we can discuss creating the 

perfect musical ambiance for your occasion.   

Pricing: Our quintet is our most popular ensemble. Pricing is $750 for the first hour, but many clients 

have us stay for two hours to provide music for both the wedding ceremony and cocktail hour, which is 

$1250. For two hours with our wind trio, the price is $950. 

We do offer a discount for military, first responders, and teachers. 

Travel  requirements & fees: There are no travel fees for venues located within 30 miles of downtown 

San Diego. Outside of that we will need to determine gas pricing, but for locations in far north San Diego 

County or within southern Riverside and Orange Counties, you can expect an additional $50 charge, plus 

a two hour minimum commitment. 

Equipment: We request the venue or client provide 5 chairs with no arm rests and proper shade if we 

are outdoors. We cannot perform in inclement weather. We can bring an amplification system for use 

by your officiant or for vows and speeches if requested and coordinated in advance.   

Coordination: The vast majority of weddings need some kind of coordination – we have seen train 

wrecks occur when no one is guiding family and guests to where they need to be seated, line up for the 

processional, or helping with overall questions or vendor set up. We highly prefer to work with a 

coordinator for medium or larger sized weddings, or we can bring our own day-of assistant to help 

coordinate the ceremony for an additional charge.    


